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$0. INTRODUCTION 
LET G be a finite group. Recent works of Benson and Feshbach [2] and Martin0 and Priddy 
[8,9] give a complete account of the question of stable splittings of the classifying space BG 
into indecomposable summands. This work is in part motivated by the work of Nishida 
[13] in which the notion of a dominant summand was first introduced. The purpose of this 
paper is to develop a framework for studying the analogous question for compact Lie 
groups. 
As in the case of finite groups where a certain generalization of the affirmative solution 
to Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture was used, our work begin with a theorem of May, 
Snaith and Zelewski [lo] which describes the set of stable maps from BQ to BK where Q is 
finite and K is compact Lie. If there were a similar description for Q compact Lie, one could 
try to imitate the work of [2] and [8] and reduce the problem to one of representation 
theory. However, as shown by work of Feshbach [4] and later Bauer [l] on Segal’s 
Burnside ring conjecture for compact Lie groups, the situation when Q is not finite is much 
more intricate. 
The key ingredient in our investigation of the stable summands of BG when G is 
a compact Lie group is the utilization of certain group-theoretic notions to analyze stable 
maps between classifying spaces of compact Lie groups. The end result is that we can define 
group-theoretic invariants for stable summands of BG which are invariant under stable 
homotopy equivalence. This puts a restriction on what kind of stable summands can occur 
for a given compact Lie group G. As an application, we use this framework to study two 
special classes of stable summands. The first is a generalized notion of a dominant summand 
in BG applicable for compact Lie groups. Let ( )i denote completion at the prime p in the 
sense of Bousfield and Kan [3]. For technical reasons, we shall add a disjoint basepoint to 
each classifying space of G, denoting the result by BG, . Our main theorem in this case is 
_ 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose Xi is a dominant summand of BGi+~ where Gi is a compact Lie 
group with p-Sylow subgroup Ni, i = 1,2. Zf X1 is stably homotopy equivalent to X2, then 
N1 is isomorphic to N1. 
This also generalizes the main result in [6]. 
The second class of stable summands we consider are those originating from classifying 
spaces of finite groups. It turns out that these summands are exactly those for which 
t Partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant DMS-9104079. 
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a certain invariant, constructed in $2, is bounded. Now a natural question is to ask for 
explicit constructions which will give us all such summands for any compact Lie group G. 
Recall that a compact Lie group is said to be p-toral if it is given as an extension of a torus 
by a finite p-group. Our main result is 
THEOREM 4.2 and 4.3. Let N be a p-toral compact Lie group and suppose {F,,} are finite 
p-groups approximating N homologically (in the sense of Theorem 3.3 and 3.4) with natural 
inclusions F, - j,‘” F,,. Suppose X is a stable summand of BF,+ifor some integer M, so that 
the composite X b BF,,; 4 X is the identity idx. Iffor each integer n 2 M there exists 
a stable map n,: BF,+i + X such that x,0 Bjw,noi = idx, then X is a stable summand of 
BN,;. The converse also holds. 
Two remarks are in order. First, it is not difficult to go from this special case of p-toral 
compact Lie groups to the general case. Second, this construction has the advantage that it 
reduces the question to the case of finite groups, an area which is well-understood by work 
of Benson and Feshbach [2] and Martin0 and Priddy [8]. An example of this phenomenon 
occurred in the stable splittings of B0(2)+; by Mitchell and Priddy [12]. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. $1 gives preliminaries on the necessary 
group-theoretic notions. These are used to define invariants on self-maps of BG in 92. In the 
case when the self-map is idempotent, we prove that these invariants depend only on the 
stable homotopy type of the corresponding summand. The generalized notion of a domi- 
nant summand is defined in $3, in which section we indicate how the proof of the main result 
in [6] implies Theorem 3.8. In 94, we first give a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
characterization of stable summands which originate from classifying spaces of finite groups 
in terms of invariants introduced in $2. We then proceed to give the proof of Theorem 4.2 
and 4.3 and discuss briefly the case of O(2). 
$1. PRELIMINARlES 
Let 3E be a class of finite groups. X is said to be admissible if it satisfies the following two 
conditions. 
(a) If GE X and H s G, then H E X. 
(b) If G -++G’ is a surjective homomorphism and G E X, then G’ E X. 
For a prime p, an admissible class X is called p-local if every element of X is a p-group. In this 
paper, we will only be interested in p-local admissible classes. We list a few examples of such 
classes: 
(i) The class of all finite abelian p-groups. 
(ii) The class of all finite p-groups. 
(iii) For a finite p-group G, let X(G) be the smallest admissible class which contains G. 
X(G) is p-local and is constructed by including all subgroups of G and their 
homomorphic images. 
Given an admissible class 3E, suppose there exists a totally ordered set A with the least upper 
bound property and a function v: X -+ A satisfying the following conditions 
(1) If H c G in 3Z, then v(H) I v(G). 
(2) If G+G’ is surjective, then v(G’) I v(G). 
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In this case, we say that v is a ualuation on 3E and refer to (X, A, v) as a triple. If X is 
p-local, (X, A, v) is called a p-local triple. It is clear that if X’ is an admissible subclass of 3E, 
then v induces a valuation on X’ and thus we have the triple (X’, A, ~1~~). The following are 
some important examples of p-local triples. 
(i) Let U(p) be the class of all finite p-groups. Partition U(p) by isomorphism classes 
and denote the resulting set of equivalence classes by U(p)‘. Define the total 
ordering < r on U(p)’ in such a way that [Gil < ?[Gz] whenever (Gi 1 < 1 GII. This 
forms a triple (U(p), U(p)‘, id). 
(ii) Let (S(p) be the class of all finite p-groups. Denote by I(G) the length of the 
composition series for G. This defines a map I: 6(p) + Z with the usual ordering in 
Z, and (G(p), Z, 1) is a triple. 
(iii) Given an arbitrary finite group G, one can define its rank r(G) to be the least integer 
such that every subgroup of G can be generated by at most r(G) elements [ 7, p. 391. 
It is clear that r(H) I r(G) if H E G. An easy exercise shows that whenever there is 
an extension 
1 --) N + G + GIN + 1, 
we have r(G) I r(N) + r(G/N). Therefore (U(p), B, r) is a triple where U(p) is the 
class of all finite p-groups and r is the rank function. 
(iv) Let Upm be the class of all finite abelian p-groups of exponent at most pm. For 
G E Upm, write G = (Z,,,)n x G’ where G’ has exponent less than pm. Define v: 
u pm -+ Z by v(G) = n. Then (Ugm, H, v) is a triple. 
Given an ordered set A, define A* to be either 
(a) A if A is bounded, or 
(b) Au(+co}ifA. IS not bounded, in which case L < + co for all ;1 E A. 
$2. INVARIANTS OF STABLE SUMMANDS OF BG 
We now explain the relevance of p-local triples to stable splittings of classifying spaces of 
compact Lie groups at p. Given a p-local triplet (X, A, v) and a stable map 
f: BN,+i-, BN2+; where Ni, N2 and p-toral, we associate to it an invariant 
1(X, A, v,f) E A* as follows. 
For every VEX and injection V-: N1, consider the composite 
BV+; 2 BN 1 +i L BN2+ G. Recall the following generalization of Segal’s Burnside Ring 
Conjecture. 
THEOREM 2.1 [lo, Th 2.31. Let K be a compact Lie group and Q be a p-group. For every 
conjugacy class (L) of subgroups of Q, the group WoL = NoL/L acts on the set of K- 
conjugacy classes of homomorphisms $: L + K. Choose a representative $ of the WoL-orbit 
($) and consider the corresponding stable map 
BQ+;- ” BL+$+ BK,; 
where tr denotes the transfer associated to the inclusion L 4 Q. Then the group of stable maps 
from BQ+; to BK+& denoted by {BQ,;, BK,;}, is equal to the free Z;-module generated by 
the stable maps corresponding to orbit representatives r,k as above. 
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Now fix a set of representatives gi: 6 + Nz is the above theorem where Q = V, K = N2 
and Vi c V. This set is finite since an elementary group cohomology argument shows there 
are only finitely many conjugacy classes of p-subgroups in Nz of a given order. Writefo Bj 
as CcriBgi 0 tri where C(i E Zi and tri: Z?V+i -+ BP’+; IS the transfer map associated to the 
inclusion K 4 V. Define v(A V,j) to be 
max (V(ZT?l gi)} EA. 
I 
a, #O 
Since v(H,) = v(H,) whenever H, is isomorphic to Hz, v(1; V,j) is independent of the 
choice of representatives and thus well-defined. Now the set S = {v(J V,j)( VE X, V i Nr 
injective} might not be bounded in A. In that case, define Z(X, A, v,f) = + CC E A*. 
Otherwise, define 1(X, A, v,f) to be the least upper bound of S in A. 
LEMMA 2.2. Letf: BN, +i + BN2+i and h:BN,+, -+ BN3+, he two stable maps where 
Nt are p-toralfor i = 1,2, 3. Then Z(X, A, v, hof) i min{Z(X, A, r,.f), Z(X, A, v, h))} for all 
p-local triples (X, A, v). 
Proof Write BV+; y BNI+; < BN z+ias C~iBgi”trt. For each ri #O, the com- 
posite B(Zmgi)+~ 3 BN2+i : BN3+i can be written as c!?ijBgijo trij where trij: 
B(Zmgi)+i + BVij+i and gij: Vii --* N,. Denote the projection Vi + Zm gi induced from 
& by Si. Then, the composite h ofc Bj: B V+i + BN3 +i is 
7 5: tXibijBgi_t 0 trij 0 BSi 0 tri. 
Notice that we have the commutative diagram 
Bg;‘( Vij)+; Bg, BVtj+i 




Since v(Zm(gij)) I V( Vij) I v(Zmg,), it follows that v(h of, V, j) 5 v(f V, j) and thus 
1(X, A, V, h of) I 1(X, A, v, f). Similarly, since v(hof V, j) 5 max {v(h, Zm gi, jt)} I Z(X, A, v, h), 
I 
we have 1(X, A, v, hof) I Z(X, A, v, h) as well. 
I, # 0 
0 
We now specialize to the situation of an idempotent map for BN +; where N is p-toral. 
Let e: BN +i be an idempotent map, i.e. a stable map such that e2 = e. Denote by eBN+i the 
homotopy direct limit of the diagram {BN,; > BN,; + . . . >. There exist natural maps 
eBN+; f BN,; and BN,; 1 eBN.i such that x 0 i = id and e = iOn and therefore 
eBN+,* is a stable summand of BN +p*. Moreover, all stable summands are constructed in 
this fashion. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose e,: BN,+,* + BN,+,* and e2: BN2+p* -+ BN2+; are idempotent 
maps such that et BNI +i is stably homotopy equivalent to e2BN2+i. Then 
Z (X, A, v, eI) = 1(X, A, v, e2) for all p-local triples (3, A, v). 
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Proof: We are given maps e, BN1 +i 2 e2 BN2 +; and e2 BN2 +; 3 e, BN1 +; such that 
12 0 11 and l1 0 l2 are both identities. Consider the maps 
where the i’s and 71’s are respectively inclusions and projections of the correspond- 
ing summands. It is easy to check that fi ofi = e, and fi of2 = e2. The previous lemma 
and the first equation above give I(& A, v, el) I Z(X, A, v,fi). Now f2 o e2 =fi since 
7~~ o i2 = id, so we also have Z(X, A, v,f2) I 1(3E, A, v, el). Combining the two yields 
Z(X, A, v, el) 2 Z(X, A, v, e2). A similar argument gives the reverse inequality, proving the 
theorem. 0 
Now suppose G is any compact Lie group. The above theorem gives us a method of 
associating invariants to stable summands of BG +i as follows. Let G” be the connected 
component of the identity. Choose a maximal torus Tin G” and let N be its normalizer in G. 
Choose a p-Sylow subgroup W, in N/T = Wand let its pre-image in N be N,. N, is called 
a p-Sylow subgroup of G. N, is p-toral since we have an extension 
1 -+ T-, N,+ W,+ 1. 
It is easy to check that x(G/N,) $0 mod p and thus BG+; is a stable summand of BN,+L. If 
Y is a stable summand of BG+i, then Y is also a stable summand of BN,+i. Choose an 
idempotent map e: BN;+ -+ BN,,; such that e BN,+i g Y. Now given any p-local triple 
(3, A, v), we define the corresponding invariants Z(3E, A, v, G, Y) to be Z(X, A, v, e). Since 
NI, is determined up to conjugacy, the previous theorem implies that Z(3E, A, v, G, Y) is 
well-defined. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose Y, is a stable summand of BGI +i and Yz is a stable summand 
of BG2+i where G 1, G, are compact Lie groups. Zf Y1 is stably homotopy equivalent to Y,, 
then Z(X, A, 11, G1, Y) = Z(3E, A, I’, GZ, Y) for any p-local triple (X, A, v). 
Proof: This is a direct consequence of the previous theorem and our definition. 0 
$3. DOMINANT SUMMANDS 
Recall that a spectrum X is said to be indecomposable if whenever X g X, v Xz, we 
have either X1 r * or X2 g *. 
THEOREM 3.1 [S, Thm.V]. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then BG,; is stably homotopy 
equivalent to a,finite wedge of indecomposable spectra which are unique up to stable homotopy 
equivalence. 
Actually, Henn proved this result for a wider class of suspension spectra but we are 
primarily interested in the special case of classifying space of compact Lie groups. If the 
group is finite, this result is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. Notice that for a general 
compact Lie group G, it is not obvious that BG+i contains any indecomposable stable 
summands other than Soi. 
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We now recall Nishida’s theory of dominant summands. Suppose Q is a finite p-group. 
An indecomposable summand X of BQ is said to be dominant if the following holds. 
Suppose e: BQ,; + BQ+,^ is any idempotent such that eBQ+; z X. Write e = CaiBgitri 
where gi: Qi -+ Q is a set of representatives given by Theorem 2.1. Then there exists an i such 
that Cli # 0, Qi = Q and gi is an isomorphism. In another words, e does not belong to the 
ideal of {BQ,;, BQ,;} generated by maps of the form 
BQ+, --) BQ’+;+ BQ+, 
where Q’ 6Q. 
Dominant summands have the following important property. 
THEOREM 3.2 [ 133. Suppose X1 is a dominant summand of BQ, +i and X2 is a dominant 
summand of BQ2 +i where Q1, Q2 are p-groups. If X, is stably homotopy equivalent to X2, 
then Q1 is isomorphic to Q2. 
We now generalize this to compact Lie groups. Suppose that G is a compact Lie group 
and let Np be a p-Sylow subgroup. Since N, is p-toral, the following approximation theorem 
of Feshbach applies. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [4, Cor. 1.21. Suppose we have the following extension: 
where T is a torus and W a finite p-group. Let T, be the set of all elements in T of order 
a power of p. Then there exists a nested sequence { Fi} of finite p-subgroups of N such that 
Fi/Fi n T E W with u Fi n T = T, and F, = u Fi is unique up to conjugacy in N. 
Furthermore, we can assume Fi n T = Ti = {X E Tlx p’lwI = l}, and Fi = Fo’ Ti. We describe 
this situation by stating that { Fi} approximates N. For notational convenience, we denote the 
natural inclusions Fi 4 Fi + 1 and Fi 4 N by ji,i+ 1 and ji respectively. 
This approximation has the following important homological property. 
THEOREM 3.4 [4, Thm. 2.91. lim EFi+~ z BN,; 
+. 
For a p-group H, recall that X(H) is the smallest admissible class of finite groups 
containing H. The p-local triple (U(p), U(p)‘, id), where U(p) is the class of all finite p-groups, 
gives rise to a p-local triple (X(H), 3(H)‘, id) when restricted to 3(H). Notice that the 
element [H] is maximal in x(H)‘. 
Definition Suppose {F,} approximates Np. Then any summand X of BG,;, indecom- 
posable or otherwise, is called dominant if 1(3E(F,), I(F,)‘, id, G, X) is maximal for all 
sufficiently large n. 
Remark. This coincides with Nishida’s definition when G is a p-group since in this case 
F, = G for all n. Because F, is determined up to conjugacy, Theorem 2.3 implies that the 
property of being dominant is well-defined. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let N be a p-toral compact Lie group. Suppose BN,; z X1 v X2. Zf 
X1 is not dominant in BN,;, then X2 is dominant in BN+i. 
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Proof: Let e: BN+; -+ BN+; be an idempotent such that eBN+i E X1. It follows that 
(1 -e)BN+p^zXX,. Since by hypothesis Z(%(F,), (x(F,)‘, id, N, e) is not maximal, 
I(X(F,), 3E(F,)‘, id, N, 1 - e) is maximal by definition. This implies X; is dominant in 
BN,;. 
The next two results show that one can construct dominant summands in natural 
fashions. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let N be a p-toral compact Lie group. Denote the group of continuous 
outer automorphisms of N by Out(N). Zf e E F,[Out(N)] zs an idempotent element of the group 
ring, then e lifts to an idempotent map 2: BN,; + BN+i. The stable summand dBNi+i is either 
So; or dominant in BN,;. 
Proof It is a standard result that any idempotent element e of F,[Out(N)] can be lifted 
to an idempotent element 2 of hi[Out(N)], cf. [l I]. If we set e^ = CCligi, gi E Out(N), then 
e” = CaiBgt is an idempotent map of (BN,;, BN+,*}. 
P 
Suppose that {F,} approximates N. Consider the composite BF,+i -% BN+; -+ 
BN,;. Either the map factors through Soi or its valuation is maximal in 3E(F,)‘. If the first 
possibility occurs for infinitely many indices ni, then Z also factors through Soi since 
+BFni+;, BN,;) ; {BN,;, BN,;}. _ 
Therefore ZBN+; = Sop*. If, on the other hand, the valuation is maximal in X(F,)’ for all but 
finitely many indices n, then e’BN+i is dominant in BN,;. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let G be a compact Lie group with p-Sylow subgroup N,. Then 
(1) any dominant summand of BG,; is dominant in BN,,;. 
(2) BG+, A is a dominant summand of BG,;. 
In particular, BG+, A is a dominant summand of BN,,;. 
Proof: (1) is a tautology. For (2), Let f be the inverse of the stable equivalence BG,; 5 
BN,,; 2 BG +; where tr is the transfer map associated to the inclusionj: NP 4 G. Consider 
the composite 
BF,+;- Bin BN,+;z BG +;z BNr+; 
where (F,} approximates NP. To prove BG,; is a dominant summand in BG, ;, it suffices to 
show that the above composite cannot be generated over Z; by maps of the form 
BF,+; -+ BQ+; + BN,+; 
where 1 Q 1 < 1 F,\, for infinitely many indices n = ni. Certainly, by Theorem 2.1, Bj o Bj” 
cannot be generated over Z; by maps of the form 
BF,+; + BQ+;+ BG,; 
where 1 Q I < ) F, I. This gives the desired result since Bj o (tr 0 f 0 Bj 0 Bj,) = Bj o Bj,. •i 
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THEOREM 3.8. Suppose Xi is a dominant summand of BGi+i where Gi is a compact Lie 
group with p-Sylow subgroup Ni, i = 1,2. Zf X1 is stably homotopy equivalent to X2, then 
N, is isomorphic to N,. 
Remark. The case where Xi = BGi+, is the main result of [6]. 
Proof By Feshbach’s theorem, suppose that {F,,,},“=. approximates Ni for i = 1,2. 
Since CF1,,l = ~WF1,,), WIJ’, id, G1, XI) = ~(WI,,), WFd’, id, G, X2), it follows 
that there exist injections Fi,, -+ N, for sufficiently large n and thus indeed for all n. 
Similarly, there exist injections F2,” --) N, for all n. The proof of the main theorem in [6] 
then shows that this implies N1 is isomorphic to NZ. 0 
In the case where we only assume that one of the summands is dominant, the method of 
proof in [6] gives 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose Xi is a summand of BGi+i where Gi is a compact Lie group 
with p-Sylow subgroup Ni, i = 1,2. Zf X, is dominant in BGI +i and is stably homotopy 
equivalent to Xz, then there exists an injective homomorphism u F1,, -+ U Fz,” where {Ft.“} 
n n 
approximates Ni. 
$4. STABLE SUMMANDS OF FINITE ORIGIN 
Another important class of stable summands are those originating from classifying 
space of finite groups. Let X be a stable summand of BG +L where G is a compact Lie group. 
X is called a stable summand of$nite origin in BG,, A if X is a stable summand of BH+; for 
some finite H. By a transfer argument, we may assume H to be a p-group. The following is 
a characterization of stable summands of finite origin using the triple (U(p), U(p)‘, id). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose X is an indecomposable stable summand of BG +i for a compact 
Lie group G. Then X is a stable summand offinite origin ifand only ifZ(U(p), U(p)‘, id, G, X) is 
bounded. In this case, Z(U(p), U(pr, id, G, X) = ,[K] if and only if X is a dominant summand 
of BK,;. 
Proof Clearly if X is a stable summand of BH +i for some finite p-group H, then we have 
Z(U(p), U(p)‘, id, G, X) = , Z(U(p),U(p)‘, id, H, X) I ,[H]. Conversely, assume the invari- 
ant Z(U(p), U(p)‘, id, H, X) is bounded by [K]. We may assume G to be p-toral since by 
definition Z(U(p), U(p)‘, id, G, X) =r Z(U(p), U(p)‘, id, N,, X) where N, is a p-Sylow sub- 
group of G. Let BG +i : BG +i be an idempotent map such that eBG+i 2 X. Since G is 
assumed to be p-toral, let {F,} approximate G. Consider the composite 
BF .+;z BG +;: BG,, 
where F, 2 G are natural inclusions. Since K is finite, an easy cohomological argument 
shows there are finitely many distinct conjugacy classes (Hi) in G with [Hi] I ,[K]. 
Without loss of generality, we may choose conjugacy class representatives Hi with 
Hi c F,. Since there are only finitely many Hi, we can find some integer M such that 
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Hi c FM for all i. By Theorem 2.1 and the fact that I(U(p), U(p)‘, id, G, X) I, [K], this 
implies that there are maps 
BF,,; 2 BF,,; 
such that Bj, of” = e 3 Bj, for all n. We remark that the fn’s do not have to be compatible 
with natural maps BF,+i- ‘jnM+ BF n+ 1 +,* However, we claim there is a choice which is 
compatible. We prove this by induction. Fix an integer n. We want to construct an 
appropriate stable map BF,,, 2 BF,,; with Bj, o gn = eo Bj,. Consider the subset 
(_L,o Bj,,,: BF,+i -+ BF,.;} of {BF,+p, BF,.;}. Since (BF,+;, BF,.;} is compact in its 
p-adic topology, there exists a subsequence {mi} = T and a map g.: BF,+;-+BFM+; such 
that _L”B_L8 converges to gn in {BF,+;, BF,,;,. Now observe that 
Bj, of;n, 0 Bj,, ,,,, = e o Bj,. 
Since the natural map 
(BFn+;, BF,.;} - Bj”* {BF,+;, BG,;} 
is continuous with respect to the p-adic topologies, this implies Bj, o gn = e o Bj,. 
To construct g,+1: BFn+l+; + BF,+; with BJ’MOgn+r = eoBj.+r and 
gn+l~BL+r = 9.9 we consider the subset (fmio Bj,+l,,i: BF,+l +; -+ BFM+;, mi E T} of 
{BF.+ I +;, BFw+; . } AS above, we can find a subsequence { ri 3 of T and a stable map gn+ 1 : 
BF,+ I +i -+ BF,+,+i such that Bj, 0 g.+ r = e 0 Bj, + r Now observe that 
{BF,+~+;, BF,.;) % {BF,+;, BF,+;) 
is also continuous. Since f*, 0 Bj,+l,,, 0 Bj,,,, I =f?,o Bj,,,x converges to g. in {BFn+i, 
BF,.;}, this implies g,,+r 0 Bj,,,+ I = gn. This completes the inductive step and proves the 
claim. 
We have proven that for each n there is a commutative diagram 
BF,+; & BFw+; 
1 Binn+1 II 
BF,+l+; = BFM+; 
such that Bj, ogn = et’ Bj,. 
Taking the homotopy direct limit yields a map 
holim BF, + ,^ 
+ 
holim {g.} BF,,; 
, 
such that Bj, o holim (g,,} = e 0 holim { Bj, 1 = e. This implies that X is a stable summand 
. * 
of BF,.;. 
Now assume Z(U(p), U(p)‘, id, G, X) = ,.[K]. We have seen that X is a stable summand 
of BH,; for some finite p-group H. Now since X is indecomposable, X is a dominant 
summand in BL+;for some subgroup L c H. Therefore Z(U(p), U(p)‘, id, L, X) = , [L]. By 
Theorem 2.4, [L] = ,[K] and hence L is isomorphic to K. 0 
The next proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition for constructing stable 
summands in BN + i of finite origin for N p-toral. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let N be a p-toral compact Lie group and suppose that {F,} approxim- 
ates N. X is a stable summand in BN +I; of$nite origin if and only zy there exist an integer 
M and stable maps X 2 BF,,, and BF,,, 2 X, compatible with the natural maps 
BF,+;- ‘.knt’ BF,, 1 +i, such that x,0 i, = idx for all n 2 M. 
Proof The hypothesis gives the following commutative diagram for all n 2 M. 
i, 
X - BF,,, 71nX 
II I Bj”,, + I II in+ I Iln+ 1 
X - BF,+l+, - X 
Taking the homotopy direct limit over n yields 
id,: x holimlinl holim BF,+, holimi%j x 
t 
Since holim BF,+;E BN+i, this implies X is a stable summand in BN,; of finite origin. 
Conversely, suppose there are maps X i BN,;, BN +; 1 X, X 2 BN+;, BH+; 2 X 
with x 0 i = l2 0 1, = idx where H is a finite p-group. Consider the map 
BH+,- ’ I2 BN,;. 
It is clear that for M sufficiently large, we can use Theorem 2.1 to factor i 0 1, as 
BH+; 5 BF,,; 2 BN,, 
for some stable map BH+; L BF, +i using Theorem 2.1.. Now the following diagram 
commutes for all n 2 M, giving the desired result. 
Bj,” n f 11 II Bj, 
X - BF,,, - X 
We can weaken the sufficient condition for stable summands of finite origin in the above 
proposition as follows. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let N be a p-toral compact Lie group and suppose that {F,} approximates 
j”, n 
N with natural inclusions F,,,- F,,. Suppose X is a stable summand of BF,+i for some 
integer M so that idx: X : BF,,; 1 X. Iffor each integer n 2 M there exists a stable map 
T(,: BF,,; -+ X such that 7~~0 BjMM,“- i = idx, then X is a stable summand of BN+i. 
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Proof: The method of proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1, where compactness was 
used. Consider the subset SM = {z, 0 BjM,,: BF,,, +; + X} in the group of stable maps 
@FM+;, X}. Since {BF,,;, X} is a closed subgroup of {BF,,,.;, BF,.;, BFnr+;} via the 
natural identification { BF, +i, X} 2 (BF,,;, BF,,,.;}, it is compact with the induced 
p-adic topology. 
Consequently, there exists a stable map gw: BF,,; + X and a subsequence (ni} = T 
such that rcni 0 BjMM.ni converges to gw in { BFM +& X} as i + cc . In particular, this implies 
that for some integer k, gM - nk 0 Bj,,, = pfk where fk E { BF,.;, X}. Therefore, gM 0 i is 
a stable homotopy equivalence since 
gw ’ i = nk o Bj,, k o i + pfk 0 i = idx + pfk 0 i 
and pfk 0 i induces zero on mod p cohomology. 
Next we want to construct a stable map gH+ 1 : BF,,; + X such that 
gM+lOBjM,M+l =g,.ConsiderthesubsetSM+, = {II,iOBjM+I,n,:BF~+I+~ + X,nicT}. 
By compactness, there exists a map gM + I : BF, + 1 +i + X and a subsequence { ri} c T such 
that zri 0 Bj,, I,ri converges to gu+ 1 as i -+ co. Observe that the natural map 
{B&+1+;, x} 3 {BF,,;, x) 
is continuous with respect to the p-adic topologies. Since rc,, 0 Bj, + 1, _ 0 
Bj,,,, 1 = n,, 0 BjMM.ri converges to gw in { BF,.;, X), it follows from continuity that 
gM + 1 0 BjM, ,,, + 1 = gM as desired. By induction, we have stable maps g,, : BF, + i + X for all 
n2Msuchthatg,+i~Bj,,,+, =g,,. Hence the following diagram commutes for all n 2 M. 
Bjbf...i 9-l 
X - BF,,,; - X 
Taking the homotopy direct limit over n yields 
Since g,, 0 BJ’,, ,, 0 i = gM 0 i is a stable homotopy equivalence, this composite is a stable 
homotopy equivalence. Hence X is a stable summand of BN +i z holim BF,,,;. II * 
The previous two results dealt with p-toral compact Lie groups. In general, let G be any 
compact Lie group with p-Sylow subgroup N,. Suppose X is any stable summand of BN,+i 
and idx = X f BN,,;: X. If there exists a stable map BG+i _I: X such that 
idx: X f BN,+i + BG,; 1 X where BN,,; + BG+; 1s induced from the natural inclu- 
sion, then X is a stable summand of BG,;. Conversely, it is clear that any stable summand 
of BG+, * is obtained in this fashion, since BG,; --) BN,+; 2 BG,; is a stable homotopy 
equivalence. 
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To illustrate, recall that Mitchell and Priddy [ 121 obtained stable splittings for classify- 
ing space of diherdral groups. Specifically, they proved that 
BQ,+; 1 BSL,(F,)+; v F, v F, 
for some stable summands F, z F2 (these spectra are given explicitly but are not crucial to 
this discussion) where D, is the dihedral group of order 2”, n 2 2 and n is the power of 2 in 
(q* - 1)/2. Furthermore, it follows from their work that there exists a stable map 
F1 + BD2+; such that the composite 
F, + BDz+;- ‘jzn ED,,,; 1 BSL,(F,)+; v F, v F, + F, 
is a stable homotopy equivalence. Since i D,,] approximate O(2), this gives a slightly 
different proof from [12] that F1 is a stable summand of B0(2)+ S. 
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